e residue of
it is discussed, th
piles of waste/
our objects. the
roken earths and
raw materials/b
backs they leave

}

apple products made in
sweatshops in China.

}

mining of components
for batteries in Africa, and
tonnage and waste of raw
materials.
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the suicides of workers
at Foxconn, which makes
many of my electronics.

}

neurological
effects of screen
cleaners
on
workers.

ut our
o
b
a
t
a
h
w
but
bodies?

race: being a young white
kid in a traditionally black
neighborhood,
and
its
connections to class.
policing: in neighborhoods
that are being aggressively
“developed”
(gentrified),
policing tactics become more
aggressively centered around
pushout - using “gang”
injunctions, for instance.
history: my neighborhood
was Ohlone land, and where
the Black Panthers started
their Party.

{

ugh, so uncomfortable!

TERRORIST

}

meaning Islam?

}

what about white men who
bomb places - why are they not
racially profiled?

{

}

love: i am in love with my
boyfriend, who i live with,
and my chickens. and my
bike. and other things that
sometimes make me feel
self-conscious in my body
as a young white person in a
gentrifying neighborhood.

why does it feel so trite
sometimes to be asking these
questions. who makes me feel
that way.
wearing those layers and
trying to remember them
can be awkward.
it’s wearing me!
there’s no space

ese
h
t
o
how d become:
s
layer

for any
transformation

{
ith

shoe
s
forw to walk
ard
in

there ha
s to be s
om
take up
in the w e residues with
orld. w
t
footprin
hen thin he space we
ts, and
g
I
s have
what to
have to
tho
make a
consum
e, what
choice a se
my life
about t
choices
he resid bout
?
ues of

or when I say

} what’s war then? and what is
harm and violence? how about
safety?

here I live.
what about w

}

gaining weight:
thinking about
where I go and
what it means

{

dw
o rea

st

se
glas

hands to reach with?

